
The game bag that started the fire storm. Yes this is the original Synthetic 
game bag design so unique it’s the only game bag to ever be offered a patent. 

From fabric to fabrication the state of the art material and innovative design 
uses only the finest materials from around the world. 

All to bring you the finest game bags made.

Caribou Gear Synthetic Game Bags 
The Industry Leading Design,Technology 

Advanced Innovations For The Way You Hunt

LOCK LOOPS
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Lock loops are designed to hang 
the bag while drying and to attach 
bag content identification tags  
(Big Game ID Tags)

The light reflective attachments are designed to assist in locating game bags 
in extreme dark conditions and game pole safe distance viewing, when hunting 
in bear country. The attachments are strategically located for best viewing.

The bag sizing and identification 
tag is a water resistant, tear proof, 
durable tag, designed to assist in 
identifying bag size and product 
package that it was designed for.

Sizing Tag

Stitching

Thick industrial thread is used in 
the design of the game bag for durabilty 
and strength. The integrated light 
reflective attachment, sizing tag and 
lock loops are sewn into the bag in an
unconventional method for superior 
strength. This cutting-edge design was 
developed so that the stitching and 
attachments are not interfering with the
breathablity of the bag content.    

Fabric
Sythetic fabric is a man made material, 
unlike grown cotton. Although cotton is 
comforatable to wear, it is not suited in 
thin layers to be used as a durble, 
game bag material.
Heavy canvas, although is strong, it too 
is not suited for packing due to it’s 
weight and the negative attributes.
When wet, it takes hours to dry causing 
the bag to lock moisture within, promoting
bacterial growth and meat spoilage.
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Double Stitching

Heavy Duty Cord
& Cord Lock

U.S.A. & CANADA PATENTS 

100% AIR CIRCULATION
& BREATHABILITY, 
WITH NO LARGE LOGO, 
THICK FABRIC LAYERING
OR REFLECTIVE 
RIBBON ATTACHMENTS
ON THE BAG SURFACE.

LIGHT REFLECTIVE ATTACHMENTS

LIGHTWEIGHT - STRONG AND REUSABLE FOR YEARS OF SERVICE

Caribou Gear Game Bags are designed with the same quality attributes of cotton such as breathability and 
feel. However, our synthetic fabric goes beyond this by adding superior strength and durability in an ultra 
thin layer of material; therefor making a lighter packable game bag. 
All of his and still not forgetting the most important attribute of all...breathability.
   

Outdoor Equipment Company 

CG Game Bags

WWW.CARIBOUGEAR.COM 

BREATHABLE - SNAG RESISTANT - BUG PROOF - BREATHABLE - EASY TO CLEAN

NOT A TRUE NYLON 

   

OBSTRUCTION FREE CLEAN SURFACE FOR OPTIMUM BREATHABILITY 


